
The parade of prosecutorial-misconduct cases marches on, to a drumbeat of public outrage and
accusation about justice denied. Recent high-profile cases have involved the deliberate removal
of potential jurors based on their race in Georgia; and in California the coordination of
manufactured evidence from jailhouse snitches (while issuing categorical denials about the
practice), and the presentation of doctored transcripts as evidence of a defendant’s prior
confession in Bakersfield.

Federal prosecutors, who have broad discretion in defining broadly worded financial-crime
statutes, have been criticized for seeking criminal sanctions against open and unconcealed
financial conduct that is later unilaterally alleged to be a crime. One example is the
questionable ongoing prosecution of the investment partnerships Powhatan Energy Fund and
Huntrise Energy Fund by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

These cases are not the norm. But they persist, and they make the job of good-faith prosecutors
harder by undermining the legitimacy of the criminal-justice system. We need preventive
reforms at all levels of the system that make it easier and more automatic for prosecutors to do
the right thing.

Perhaps the most common problem is the failure to turn over evidence favorable to the accused
—called a Brady violation after the constitutional obligation established by Brady v. Maryland

in 1963. Beyond harming the defendant who is presumed innocent, a Brady violation
undermines the legitimacy of prosecutors.

New Orleans has established perhaps the worst record on
Brady violations over the past 40 years, including the cases of
Juan Smith, Shareef Cousin and John Thompson. The number
of violations—despite judicial findings of misconduct—strains
the credibility of those who suggest that intent is not involved
in these repeated failures.
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Criminalizing financial conduct, not disclosing evidence—the rulebreakers need new and clearer rules.
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But incidents of prosecutorial misconduct occur nationwide, and intentional misconduct isn’t
the whole story. Nor is a lack of education or oversight. Every jurisdiction trains prosecutors on
their obligations under Brady. When violations of a 50-year-old rule persist despite training,
perhaps it’s time to take a different approach and improve the rule.

We should first do away with Brady’s confusing “materiality” requirement, which says that
only evidence of material importance to the case must be turned over to the defense. This
requires prosecutors to step into the shoes of defense attorneys and decide what evidence can
be useful in defending a client, something they are ill-equipped to do.

Instead, make the default standard full disclosure, with protections for client and witness
confidentiality. This “open file” discovery has worked in states such as Ohio, Texas and North
Carolina.

We should also increase the role of judges and defense attorneys in criminal discovery so they
can detect potential Brady violations early. This can be done through standing judicial orders
requiring full pretrial disclosure, or special pretrial discovery committees that advise all
parties on information prosecutors seek not to turn over (due to a lack of materiality or to
protect witnesses, for example). We can also improve the systems of transferring records from
law enforcement to prosecutors to reduce accidental nondisclosures.

For the minority of cases that involve intentional misconduct, prosecutors should be held
accountable by judges and bar associations. Legislative efforts for prosecutorial oversight or
accountability have rarely passed, as district attorneys push for self-regulation. That includes
innovative bills like New York’s proposal for a state prosecutorial accountability commission to
investigate and discipline errant prosecutors.

Such a commission could be most helpful if it borrowed from industrial-safety procedures and
conduct investigations that are more than disciplinary reviews. They should assess why there
was a problem and suggest reforms to prevent the next prosecutor from repeating the
misconduct. A commission should also reduce the absolute immunity from lawsuits currently
enjoyed by prosecutors. Prosecutors should have the same qualified immunity that police
officers have, so that citizens injured by intentional misconduct can seek fair compensation for
their injury.

Public awareness of prosecutorial misconduct has risen enough that the need for action is
obvious. The best way to address the problem is to find reforms that help prosecutors do their
job.

Mr. Hollway is an associate dean at the University of Pennsylvania School of Law and the

executive director of its Quattrone Center for the Fair Administration of Justice.
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